
Health benefi ts of cycling 

Faster
Fitter

Cleaner Cheaper
Fun

C
ycling is a fun and easy form of exercise 
and transport that lets you throw away that 
gym membership.

	A 30 minute cycle trip a day provides all the
 exercise you need to halve your chance of
 becoming obese or diabetic (World Health 
 Organisation, 2000), and as a low-impact form of  
 physical activity, it’s easy even if you can’t
 participate in more rigorous activity

	You will burn approximately 600 calories during a  
 60 minute ride (San Diego Bike Coalition, 2007).   
 That is the same amount of calories as three slices of  
 cheese pizza

	According to research from the University of North  
 Carolina, people who cycle for 30 minutes, five days
 a week take about half as many sick days as couch potatoes.

Youth
	In 2007 only 11% of 9,107 secondary school students met
 the current recommendations of 60 minutes of physical
 activity daily (Adolescent Health Research Group, 2008).
 Given over half of Kiwis don’t meet the recommended
 guidelines for physical activity each week, and one in five
 children is overweight, (Ministry of Health, 2006/2007) now’s
 the time to start some fun healthy habits with your kids which
 could last a lifetime.

Mãori Health
	Mãori men and women are 1.5 times more likely to be obese
 than men and women in the total population, this statistic
 is also the same for Maori children

	30 minutes of cycling a day provides all the exercise you  
 need to cut your chances of becoming obese or diabetic in   
 half (Ministry of Health 2006/2007) 

	In 2006/07, more than half (50.5%) of Mãori adults were
 physically active on a regular basis. Cycling is a way to   
 diversify your exercise regime.

Women’s Health 
	Cycling is a great way to burn calories and look great

	Studies have shown that cycling tones your legs and buttocks  
 better than running. When you push the pedals around on a
 bike, you bend your hip, knee and ankle joints which in turn
 strengthen and tones the large muscles in the legs and butt

	Women have a higher prevalence of arthritis and osteoporosis  
 (Statistics New Zealand, 2005) than men so cycling is an ideal
 form of low-impact exercise that is easy on the joints.

 That is the same amount of calories as three slices of  

Healthy cycle snacks 

There’s no need to buy those 

expensive high-tech energy bars 

and gels when, in fact, the lowly 

banana is probably the best cycling 

snack of all. 

This ‘magic fruit’ is packed with 

carbohydrates and potassium 

(an important electrolyte). It also 

gives you 17% of your Daily Value 

of vitamin C, an antioxidant that 

neutralizes free radicals (harmful 

waste products) in your body and 

helps produce collagen, the building 

block of the connective tissues such 

as tendons and cartilage.

The banana’s magnesium helps 

your body keep pushing those 

pedals around and the protein helps 

with muscle recovery.

Other Great Cycling Snacks:

	Trail mix

	Apples

	Bagels

	Sandwiches

	Hard boiled eggs.
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Men’s Health 
	There are a number of statistics that link improvements to 
 men’s health with a connection to support networks, health 
 or otherwise. Cycling is an easy way to join in group activity  
 whilst increasing your health and fitness

	Research also emphasises the importance of dads being good  
 role models – this is an obvious reason to stay active and ride  
 with your kids

	Only half of all adults (50.5%) meet the definition of being 
 regularly physically active, (Ministry of Health 2006/2007). 
 By incorporating cycling into your daily routine (going to 
 work, shopping or the school run) it becomes easy to reach the  
 recommended 30 minutes a day.

Cycling for a healthier brain 
Cycling is good for your body and your brain.Research done 
in the last ten years shows that aerobic activities, like cycling, 
actually grows new brain cells (neurons) in the hippocampus – the 
part of the brain responsible for memory (University of California, 
2001). Activities that require balance, quick reactions and 
decision-making skills – like cycling – have been found to best 
control ADHD in children and, this type of activity has been 
found to help adults with focus and concentration too (Vanderbilt 
University, 2007).

Cycling is a low impact exercise that anyone can take up 
	Exercise has been shown to help with things like concentration,  
 focus, anxiety, stress and depression

	Even mild exercise has been found to work wonders for the  
 brain, increasing blood circulation, bringing oxygen and   
 glucose to the brain

	Exercise has been proven to be hugely beneficial for 
 protecting against age-related brain deterioration, particularly 
 amongst women

	A study of nearly 6,000 elderly women by the University of   
 California showed exercise fought off age-related cognitive   
 deterioration by up to 40 percent over an eight year period

	Active people have half the risk for Alzheimer’s Disease than  
 those with a sedentary lifestyle, and the gap is even larger for  
 general dementia.

It’s amazing how much benefit can stem from something a simple 
as pedalling!
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Cycling for better 
wellbeing

Physical exercise has also been 

shown, not only to improve 

cognitive abilities, but also to 

reduce depression. A study by 

Duke University Medical Centre 

tested a group of 156 patients 

diagnosed with a major depressive 

disorder and found that those 

who cycled, walked or jogged just 

three times a week saw a marked 

improvement in their condition.

The University of Southern 

Mississippi found exercise is very 

effective at reducing anxiety and 

depression, to the point where 

some patients taking medications 

such as Prozac have been able to 

replace pills with exercise entirely. 

Furthermore, research has shown 

people who get regular exercise 

such as cycling are less likely 

to develop anxiety disorders or 

depression to begin with.

Improve performance at 
work and school

Not only will you arrive feeling 

relaxed after avoiding the traffic 

jams, but you will also have 

stimulated blood flow and feel 

awake and alert.

Exercise has been proven to boost 

problem-solving abilities as vital 

blood and oxygen flow to our head.  

There is a reason we go outside and 

walk, run or ride to ‘clear our head’.

Einstein said “I thought of that 

while riding my bike” (theory of 

relativity). Often the best thing you 

can do to solve a tricky problem is 

to head out for a ride.
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